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LETTER FROM PUBLISHER

G

oogle the phrase “Up and Coming,” and you’ll
find lots of examples of up-and-comers as well
as definitions. They explain that the adjective describes someone who is likely to achieve success
in the future based on current progress.
You knew that already. Me, too. So it’s obvious
why Missouri Lawyers Media chose it as the title
of these annual awards that recognize remarkable
attorneys early in their careers.
But I’m starting to believe we got the title all wrong. After all, the
folks highlighted on these pages are succeeding now.
Not later. Now.
Read the current career stats of these honorees, and you will see
each has ticked off accomplishments most of us either find elusive
or decades in the making. And yet each honoree has achieved at
these high levels before reaching age 40, or while practicing for
less than 10 years.
My career began when these rock stars were just greeting life.
Their careers are decades away from completion with accolades
we can only imagine today.
We also celebrate mentors and law firm leaders who personify
the trajectory for the Up & Coming honorees. Not only are each of
them exceptional in their own careers, but they pay it forward by
reaching back and offering a hand up. They recognize that true
success often relies on a listening ear or a word of warning about
challenges they’ve faced on their own similar paths.
Each year, Missouri Lawyers Media receives scores of nominations for these honors. Poring through the achievements of so
many worthy candidates is a daunting task accomplished through
thoughtful, deliberate discussion.
The honorees you will read about in this section define what this
award is really all about — early-career attorneys achieving at the
highest levels.
It doesn’t matter what moniker we place on the award. No one
will remember that. What will be remembered is the accomplishment.
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Wale Akinmoladun, 38

Hissan Anis, 39

SENIOR ASSOCIATE, SPENCER FANE

PRINCIPAL, AVANT LAW GROUP,
KANSAS CITY

Location: Kansas City
Practice Areas: Litigation and dispute
resolution, education law, ERISA litigation, labor
and employment and construction law

Practice Area: Intellectual Property
Law School: University of Kansas

Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

F

rom the time that his fourth-grade teacher told
him that he should be a lawyer because he asked
“nuanced questions,” Wale Akinmoladun has wanted
to pursue a life in the law. Today, whether representing
hotels, railroads, school districts or financial institutions, he’s created a diverse practice
that spans a variety of disciplines and industries. Meanwhile, his efforts to donate his time
earned him multiple spots on the Missouri Bar’s Pro Bono Wall of Fame.
He said he feels it is important to understand the goals and objectives of those he helps
while keeping them informed of relevant information.
“Competent representation requires providing each client with the best possible service
and experience,” he writes.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?
Surround yourself with experienced and considerate mentors who help you in the most
constructive ways possible, both within and outside the practice.
What is something that would surprise people about you?

T

hough he contends his biggest accomplishment
is getting his one-year-old to say “Daddy” before
saying “Mommy,” Hissan Anis has had his share of legal milestones as well. His work in intellectual property
dealing with technology ranging from aircraft parts and
smart thermostats to power generation and vehicle navigation systems is more than just
theoretical for Anis. He isn’t just an attorney but also an electrical engineer who once worked
in the transmission and distribution group of a national engineering consulting firm.
Today, as the founder of Avant Law Group, Anis utilizes his experience as a former partner at an Am Law 200 firm to help clients negotiate the often-confusing complexities of
everything from AIA post-grant proceedings to inter partes reviews and regularly offers his
expertise on a vexing array of infringement, enforcement and licensing matters.
Anis is a recipient of CALI awards for alternative dispute resolution, copyright law and
digital media and Islamic Law.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?
Don’t be intimidated by opposing counsel. Preparation is the great equalizer.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?

I watch movies, including the end credits, to listen to the score. My Apple Music score
playlist is comprised mostly of music from Hans Zimmer, Rob Simonsen, Alan Silvestri and
John Williams.

TV shows made it seem like lawyers drove nice cars, and I’m a car guy.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?

I would likely have been some sort of doctor.

Helping mentor Kansas City area high school students through the Kansas City Metropolitan
Bar Foundation’s Student Law Academy. I am so fortunate to have collaborated with other legal professions who showed teenagers, during a pandemic, that we care about their future.

What is the best career advice you have received?
Admit and learn from your mistakes.
— David Baugher

— David Baugher
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Sarah Lynn Baltzell, 38

Kelsey Blackwell, 36

PARTNER, SHOOK, HARDY & BACON,
KANSAS CITY

ASSISTANT PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY/TRIAL TEAM LEADER FOR
SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT, JACKSON
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY’S
OFFICE, KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Insurance claims and
coverage; appellate; products liability
Law School: University of Kansas

K

indness can go a long way. Sarah Lynn Baltzell still
remembers the time that a deponent attempted to
fire her attorney during the deposition and tried to hire
Baltzell — who was representing the other side.
“Her reason was that she didn’t like her attorney’s behavior and instead wanted a lawyer
she felt was respectful,” writes Baltzell. “Needless to say, the case resolved shortly thereafter for a great result.”
Baltzell gets a lot of great results from Daubert and dispositive motion victories in product
liability and medical device matters to appellate wins on constitutional challenges and jurisdictional issues that have sometimes resulted in precedent-setting decisions.
Involved with Shook’s search committee, she is a member of both the Associates Committee and the Mentoring Task Force.
What is something that would surprise people about you? One of my favorite places to
visit is France. I spent a year studying international business at the École Supérieure de
Commerce de Dijon in Dijon, France, and was an intern with the Sofitel Dijon La Cloche. That
led to a once-in-a-lifetime experience of giving English tours at vineyards in Burgundy,
France.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
My dad. My dad was an amazing trial attorney who loved being in the courtroom. His passion for the law and for helping others was infectious.

Practice Area: Criminal law
Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

W

ith a bachelor’s degree in psychology, Kelsey
Blackwell knew from the beginning she wanted to help people.
“A lot of the skills for both professions are actually fairly interchangeable,” writes the
36-year-old Jackson County assistant prosecuting attorney who previously worked in a similar role in Audrain County. “My psychology classes have helped with working with victims
and witnesses of crime.”
Now, having been promoted to trial team leader for the Special Victims Unit, she gets
to utilize her skills every day as she nears the close of her first decade as a prosecutor, a
position she decided she wanted while still in high school.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?
Listen and observe more than you speak. You learn a lot more that way in the beginning. Ask
questions when you do not know how to do something and be candid about what you want
to get out of your job.
What is the best career advice you have received?

If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

One of the best things I was told to do was to keep a log of major accomplishments in the
legal profession. This has helped me articulate examples of my abilities for promotions, job
applications and evaluations at my workplace.

Travel agent or flight attendant.

What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?

What is the best career advice you have received?

My favorite moment as an attorney was when I was sworn in as a prosecutor for the first
time in Audrain County, Missouri. It was the moment I realized my hard work had paid off
and I got to start a career that I had wanted for years.

Invest in yourself — whether its professionally, emotionally or otherwise. The practice of law
can be time-consuming and emotionally taxing, so always take the time needed to recharge.
— David Baugher

— David Baugher
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Amanda Blackwood,
34

Thaddeus J. “Thad”
Blenke, 39

ATTORNEY, MONTEE LAW FIRM,
KANSAS CITY

ASSOCIATE, THOMPSON COBURN,
ST. LOUIS

Practice area: Personal injury

Practice Areas: Intellectual property, corporate
matters and patent prosecution

Law School: Washington University

Law School: Valparaiso University

F

or Amanda Blackwood, the Montee Law Firm is
a family affair. Her parents started the enterprise
when she was in elementary school.
“I saw how they used their skills to help people in our community and that inspired me
to pursue a legal career myself,” said the 34-year-old lawyer who specializes in personal
injury using her skills to represent those who have been hurt through the negligent actions
of others.
Having practiced in Washington D.C. in both criminal and civil defense, Blackwood is a
recipient of the Special Act or Service award for her work in the District of Columbia.

W

If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

hile earning a degree in electrical engineering
from Vanderbilt University, Thad Blenke was part
of a group of students who helped design a missile guidance system for the U.S. Army. Later,
during law school, he worked at a German patent firm where he learned about European IP
laws.
Today, in patent issues applying to everything from kitchen cookware to mobile software
applications, clients have come to rely on the expertise of this self-described “avid PC gamer” to understand the ins and outs of an intellectual property landscape that is changing
faster than ever.
“The last few years of my electrical engineering degree had me spending long stretches
of time in labs doing calculations and simulations,” he writes. “I began missing the human
interaction element and overall collaboration with others. This led me to explore other professions where my engineering degree could be useful.”

I would be a teacher.

What is the best career advice you have received?

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?

“The legal profession is smaller than you think.” I was told this by one of my first mentors
and it is absolutely true. While there are many licensed attorneys, your specialized area of
practice will force you to interact with the same people and the same firms multiple times
throughout your career and especially the same attorneys and firms in your local city. People
do talk, and it is important that people have a positive view of your work and professionalism
throughout your career.

What advice do you have for young lawyers?
Be nice and respectful to everyone, including your opposing counsel.

The COVID-19 pandemic presented new challenges for our practice as a small, personal
injury firm. My biggest accomplishment over the past year has been coming up with ways
for our firm to adapt. I led our firm’s migration to a better case management system and
spearheaded new policies to enable our attorneys and staff continue to serve our clients,
even while working from home.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
In 2020, I had the opportunity to try a slip and fall case in front of a jury with my husband
as my co-counsel, and we obtained a $450,000 verdict for our client. — David Baugher

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Being part of a panel for EsportsNext 2021 to discuss legal considerations in competitive
video games. I love when my work takes me into emerging technological markets.

Seigfreid Bingham, P.C. congratulates
Greg Whiston, our Up & Coming Honoree.

— David Baugher

Greg Whiston
Shareholder
Business Litigation

www.sb-kc.com | 2323 Grand Blvd, Suite 1000 | Kansas City, MO 64108 | 816.421.4460

Aligned by industry.
Built on relationships.
Husch Blackwell proudly congratulates Missouri Lawyers Media 2021 Up &
Coming Award honoree Courtney Steelman.

Courtney Steelman
Associate | Kansas City

We believe the talent, knowledge and perspectives of our people move clients forward.

huschblackwell.com

4801 Main Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 | 816.983.8000
The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
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Portia Britt, 32

Paul L. Brusati, 31

INSTITUTIONAL EQUITY OFFICER &
DEPUTY TITLE IX COORDINATOR,
MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS

ASSOCIATE, ARMSTRONG TEASDALE,
ST. LOUIS
Practice Areas: Appellate, commercial
litigation

Practice Area: Higher education

Law School: Saint Louis University

Law School: University of Missouri

H

aving interned at CBS News in New York, Portia
Britt easily could have ended up in journalism, but
inspired by the role of Jack McCoy in “Law & Order,”
she followed the path of a St. Louis County assistant
prosecuting attorney instead.
That was just the beginning of Britt’s journey. She now works at Maryville University as an
institutional equity officer and deputy Title IX coordinator, positions that allow her to teach
people about their rights and to ensure protocols are in place to help others feel safe and
comfortable on campus.
“The knowledge that we are steadily improving policies and providing information to a
growing number of people, who will not only be aware of their rights at Maryville, but also
in the world around them, provides a sense of pride that I cannot fully describe,” she writes.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?

P

aul L. Brusati admits he almost decided against being a litigator when he found himself breaking out
in a sweat during mock oral arguments in law school.
“I walked out determined to switch to a more behindthe-scenes role,” recalled the Armstrong Teasdale associate. “I quickly realized nearly every
other student felt the same way, and I’m glad I stuck with it because advocating at oral
argument or in the trial court is the most fulfilling part of this profession.”
Doubtless, his clients have found it fulfilling as well to be represented by the 31-year-old
winner of the St. Louis County Bar Association’s Roy F. Essen Award for Outstanding Work
as a Young Lawyer while he has handled everything from family law and personal injury to
insurance matters and felony criminal appeals.
In addition to his paid work, Brusati also volunteers time at the Missouri Association for
the Right to Counsel, often doing work on criminal appeals.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?

My favorite moment so far as an attorney occurred while I was an assistant prosecuting
attorney for St. Louis County. I worked with a victim who had been trapped in an abusive
relationship for more than ten years. Her own words were that she was “broken.” She had
not been allowed to advance her education, she could only work when her husband allowed,
and all of her movements were monitored. After working with her and two victim advocates
from our office (probably the best two advocates you could ever work with), we were able
to get her away from her abuser. I heard from her a few weeks after the case was resolved,
and she let me know that she had gotten a new place to live, enrolled in community college
and gotten a better job for her and her kids.
— David Baugher

Never underestimate the power of sending a positive note. Whether it’s an email or a letter,
you’d be surprised how far a simple “thank you” or “happy birthday” can go.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
I wish I had an inspiring story about always wanting to be a lawyer. In reality, having no
lawyers in my immediate family, watching prosecutors and defense attorneys on 48 Hours
and Dateline piqued my interest and I went with it.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I didn’t have a backup plan (never a good idea). But if forced to choose, I spent eight formidable summers at acting camp so perhaps something along those lines.
— David Baugher
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Wade Carr, 39

Ally Cunningham, 33

PARTNER, DENTONS US, KANSAS
CITY

PARTNER, LATHROP GPM, KANSAS
CITY

Practice Area: Commercial litigation

Practice Areas: Tort/environmental

Law School: Washington University

Law School: University of Missouri

H

A

aving started his undergraduate career in architecture, Wade Carr now designs blueprints for
strong legal cases. From the Affordable Care Act to the
Endangered Species Act, from insurance matters to toxic torts, Carr has shown an ability to take on a wide assortment of cases and tackle them with passion and professionalism for his clients.
A member of the board of trustees at The Clinic, a non-profit immigration defense organization, he also is a two-time honoree of the Animal Legal Defense Fund for his pro bono work
and was recognized by the Overland Park Chamber of Commerce for his service to Johnson
County voters in 2012 Kansas redistricting legislation.
He said he was inspired by profiles of the federal judges who implemented Brown v. Board
of Education.
“It showed me that doing “justice” is far more than just getting a good result,” he wrote.
“It takes people who are dedicated to the long, hard work of the rule of law and equality
under the law.”

lly Cunningham never went to law school to become a litigator. As someone who had job shadowed state legislators and interned at the attorney general’s office, she thought she would work in government
relations or politics. However, following a summer clerkship with Lathrop, her present firm, she fell in love with environmental law.
Since then, she’s handled countless cases dealing with everything from regulatory compliance to public affairs across multiple states. Some of her matters have brought national
attention — including a regulatory enforcement action high profile enough to garner coverage in both Rolling Stone and The Wall Street Journal.
In addition to volunteering time as a good citizen of your community, Cunningham says
that providing the highest level of service to those she represents is vital to success.
“If you’re not there for your client, someone else will be,” she writes.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?

What is the best career advice you have received?

Don’t be afraid of anything! Okay, maybe a little fear is healthy — but the best thing you can
do is jump in right away and start getting experience.

Be kind, thoughtful, and helpful to everyone you work with and encounter, whether they’re
security staff at the courthouse or judges, interns or senior partners.

If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
It was actually before I was officially an attorney, when I argued my first appeal (in the 8th
Circuit) as a law student in the Wash U Appellate Clinic. Appellate arguments have continued
to be among my favorite experiences as an attorney; there’s nothing quite as exciting as
fielding rapid-fire questions from a panel of judges.
Anything else you want people to know about you?
I’m a mediocre coach of my daughters’ elementary school basketball teams.
— David Baugher

When I was really little, I wanted to be a ballerina, but I’m clearly not graceful enough for
that. In adulthood, I’ve thought being a florist would be fun — I love expressing my creativity
and planning a stellar party.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
I lead our PFAS (Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances) practice, and I’m exceptionally proud of
the industry-leading work we’re doing with regard to these emerging contaminants. We’re
on the cutting edge of PFAS litigation and regulatory developments.
— David Baugher
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Lilian Davis, 35

Jillian Rebecca Dent,
33

SHAREHOLDER, POLSINELLI, ST.
LOUIS

ATTORNEY, STUEVE SIEGEL HANSON,
KANSAS CITY

Practice Area: Labor and employment
Law School: St. Louis University

L

ilian Davis has several attorneys in the family, so she
always knew what she wanted to do for a living.
“I was particularly drawn to the idea that attorneys are
wordsmiths who can make powerful arguments based on
the words they choose,” said the Polsinelli shareholder.
Today, Davis assists clients in ERISA matters, wrongful termination claims and other workplace
disputes using her words to help craft compelling defenses.
A Girls on the Run St. Louis Energy Award winner and YWCA Leaders in the Workplace honoree,
the 35-year-old Notre Dame political science alumna also is a certified fitness instructor who
even taught barre classes during the first three years of her practice.
In addition to Girls on the Run, where she still sits on the advisory council after her stint on
the board of directors, Davis is actively involved in St. Peter’s Catholic Church and the Regional
Business Council Young Professionals Network.
Within the legal community, Davis has served on the board of directors for the Missouri
Asian-American Bar Association since 2013.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?

Practice Areas: Consumer class actions, data
breach and privacy, products liability
Law School: University of Missouri

A

s a former high school English teacher who once
directed an all-female comedy troupe, Jillian Rebecca Dent has an eclectic resume. She also has a track record of success, first as a litigation associate at Sidley Austin in Chicago and now at Stueve Siegel Hanson, where she
maintains a practice in privacy matters, consumer law and civil rights class actions.
Her philosophy for lawyers just starting out is both honorable and simple.
“Be proactive and take ownership of your cases,” writes the former law clerk for U.S.
Court of Appeals Judge Duane Benton. “Don’t wait for someone to give you your next assignment; think ahead about what might be needed and seek out opportunities.”
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
My mom is an estate-planning attorney and watching her build her practice as a kid inspired
me to get involved in the legal profession.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?

Take a deep breath. Everything will work out.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
A teacher.
What is the best career advice you have received?
“You never know who you will meet.”
What is your favorite thing to do away from work?

I’ve been proud to be a member of two case teams, one seeking justice on behalf of data
breach victims and the other on behalf of dairy farmers. Both have had intense fact discovery, expert discovery and class certification and dispositive briefing schedules this year.
These cases have led to many great experiences and accomplishments for me as a young
attorney, such as successfully briefing and arguing key motions, negotiating discovery disputes, and deposing experts and witnesses. The cases have also highlighted for me that
having wonderful, talented colleagues and co-counsel to learn from and work with is a key
to success in large cases, which require a team effort.
— David Baugher

Doing anything outside with my kids (and husband).
							

— David Baugher

CONGRATULATIONS

ALEX LEDBETTER
2021 Up & Coming Honoree

GRAVES GARRETT
CONGRATULATES
MATT MUELLER
FOR BEING NAMED
A 2021 UP & COMING
ATTORNEY BY MISSOURI
LAWYERS MEDIA.

Congratulations from all of us at Finney Injury Law!
Your contributions to the legal profession, our firm, and
its clients are invaluable. We are proud to have you as a
member of our team.

FINNEY INJURY LAW
314-293-4222 | www.finneyinjurylaw.com

CREDIBLE. CREATIVE. EXPERIENCED.
www.gravesgarrett.com
Kansas City: 816.256.3181
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Jason M. Finkes, 35

Jared T. Frick, 36

SOLO PRACTITIONER, FINKES LEGAL,
ST. LOUIS

PARTNER, YOUNG, KUHL & FRICK,
KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Labor and employment, civil
rights, whistleblower protection

Practice Area: Family law
Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

Law School: Saint Louis University

J

ason Finkes says that any attorney’s number one
asset is his or her credibility and reputation.
“Your name and signature appear on every filing,
discovery request and objection on public record,” he
writes, “and whether the name you make for yourself embodies the best or worst parts of
the profession is up to you.”
After graduating into a world shattered by the financial crisis, he spent time as everything
from a quantitative data analyst to a martial artist to a civil servant working for the U.S.
Census. Ultimately, a judicial externship pointed him to a life in the law.
“I’ve always had an overdeveloped sense of morality, an insatiable curiosity for understanding how the world actually works, and an inability to stop myself from problem solving
and troubleshooting,” he writes. “Law seemed like the natural ecological niche for me.”
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

H

aving once played the lead in “The Music Man,”
Jared T. Frick admits his self-described “dream
job” would be entertaining at a local piano bar. Still, a
life spent in family law has its benefits as well, such as
one particular instance he recalled in which he won a
contested adoption case.
“The satisfaction of placing the child in a safe and loving environment was a highlight of
my career,” wrote the former music teacher and one-time recipient of the Thomas E. Deacy
Trial Lawyer Award.
After graduating in the top five percent of his law school class, Frick began clerking at the
law office which recently put him on the nameplate. Today, he handles a large selection of
issues ranging from custody cases to child support actions to paternity matters.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?

I had originally studied social theory and economics and intended to be an academic or consultant and completed substantial coursework towards a Ph.D. in bioethics before a judicial
externship convinced me to devote my life to the law.

Find a mentor that you trust with experience in your field of law. Not only is it helpful for
advice on specific issues but having someone who understands the stresses of the job is
invaluable. Know that no matter where you work or what you do, you are never alone. There
is a pool of experienced attorneys who are more than willing to help.

What is your favorite thing to do away from work?

What is the best career advice you have received?

I aim for a good mix of a private and public life. In addition to trying to stay up-to-date on
current events locally and globally, I volunteer for St. Patrick’s Center’s Young Professionals
Board to combat homelessness in St. Louis. I’ve also volunteered as a poll watcher during
the most recent November elections.

No one will value your time unless you do.

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Making partner at my firm.
Anything else you want people to know about you?

Arguing in front of the 8th Circuit in Gustafson v. Bi-State Development Agency and being
awarded a Section Development Fellowship for the ABA’s Section of Labor and Employment
to participate in the Subcommittee on Federal Labor Standards Legislation.
— David Baugher

My hero is Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson.

UP & COMING HONOREE

— David Baugher
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Kehl Friesen, 35

Brandon Gutshall, 38

ASSOCIATE, BAKER STERCHI
COWDEN RICE, KANSAS CITY

PARTNER, SHOOK, HARDY & BACON,
KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Personal injury, products
liability, premises liability, toxic tort, consumer

Practice Area: General liability litigation
Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

K

ehl Friesen always felt he had an ability to solve
problems. And now, that’s exactly what the
35-year-old does for his clients.
The former literary editor for the UMKC Law Review
works in a diverse collection of industries including automotive, healthcare, insurance and
medical devices. He also possesses a journalism degree from the University of Kansas but
thinks he likely would have gone into the medical field if he hadn’t taken up a life in the law.
It’s a decision that seemed to work well from the beginning.
“The first trial I was a part of was pretty typical and ran smoothly,” writes the Baker Sterchi Cowden Rice civil litigator, “but the rush of the moment and the feeling of all of the hard
work paying off was something I will never forget.”

B

randon Gutshall has always loved the competitive
atmosphere of sports. In fact, he originally wanted to be a high school coach. But today he celebrates
his victories in an equally competitive field — the legal industry, where he helps clients, including those in
product liability, automotive litigation, mass torts and other areas of litigation. Handling everything from industrial accidents to trucking regulations, he’s gained respect not just for
ably representing companies but for helping them outside the courtroom with litigation risk
assessments. As national product liability counsel for one privately held $2 billion enterprise,
he assisted them in implementing an efficiency model to measure the cost and value of legal
services provided by its firms, leading to recognition of the company and Shook for the work
they did to reduce costs and improve outcomes.

What advice do you have for young lawyers?

What advice do you have for young lawyers?

Never stop listening. I believe I have learned something from nearly every attorney I have
worked with, whether it be a colleague or adversary, even in places I would not have expected.

Make every client feel like their matter is the most important thing you are working on.

What is something that would surprise people about you?

My family is in the process of relocating to a family farm in northern Platte County where my
family will be the fifth generation to live on the farm.

I spent most of my childhood in a small rural town. Combining that experience with the
opportunity I have had to work on cases that originate from all over the country has been
invaluable in understanding people and what they want, particularly in dispute resolution.
What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
We are so fortunate to have close family in two different parts of the world. We therefore
use much of our free time to travel and learn about our own past as well as other cultures
throughout the world.
— David Baugher

What is something that would surprise people about you?

What is the best career advice you have received?
“If you don’t feel sick to your stomach about two days a week then you’re not doing your
job.” Point being — push yourself outside your comfort zone in order to grow as an attorney.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
It’s hard to select just one single memory, but a big highlight would be obtaining a successful
result for a client in a hard-fought, toxic tort trial in January 2020.
— David Baugher
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John David Hatcher, 39

Patrick Hunt, 38

ASSISTANT PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY, NEWTON COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY’S OFFICE,
JOPLIN

PARTNER, BATY OTTO CORONADO,
KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Criminal law

Practice Areas: Civil litigation defense,
including governmental liability, construction
defect and personal injury and wrongful death
claims

Law School: Washburn University

Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City
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What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?

What advice do you have for young lawyers?

I’ve been a prosecutor for more than four years, but I spent the first three years of my career as a trial attorney for the Missouri State Public Defender. In both positions, there have
been many powerful moments that I enjoy remembering. The common denominator in each
of those moments involves interactions with clients, victims, and their family members.
Both positions enabled me to help educate members of the community — be they persons
charged with criminal offenses or alleged victims and their family members — about the
criminal justice process and to help them navigate a system that is often perceived as intimidating and unfamiliar. Notwithstanding the dissimilarities between public defense and
prosecution, my ultimate goal has always been to help ensure the safety and wellbeing of
community members by addressing the circumstances of an individual’s behavior.

My advice is to not be afraid to ask questions. So much of my knowledge has been gained
working directly with the more senior partners at the firm who have provided me with insight
into trial strategy and how to address the more difficult legal questions.

s someone who has taught music, served as an
EMT and given ski lessons, John David Hatcher
has an eclectic resume, but it is his work as an assistant
prosecutor that allows him to serve the people of southwestern Missouri today.
He believes that honesty is a cornerstone of a life spent in the law.
“No matter what you may see or hear in law school or throughout your legal career, integrity matters in this profession,” he writes, “and no client or paycheck is worth ruining the
foundation that you are laying.”
Hatcher, who, in addition to his law degree has a Master of Arts in international studies
from the U.K.’s Exeter University, has always had a passion for public service, a field he finds
both intellectually stimulating and personally rewarding.

— David Baugher

atrick Hunt admits he grew up as a quiet child, but
his life in the law may have changed that.
“I think most people who know me now would say I
have outgrown this trait,” he says.
But Hunt hasn’t outgrown his ability to find solutions at his civil litigation practice at Baty
Otto Coronado. Before that, as a dean’s list student at UMKC, he served as a law school
emissary. He began work at his current firm as a clerk during his undergraduate days.
His defense work spans personal injury claims, transportation litigation and construction
issues as well as property damage. Recent matters have included an arbitration that saw his
client prevail on a $14 million dollar claim and a defense verdict where the plaintiff sought
$1.2 million.

If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I would have attempted to become a sports journalist.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
My favorite moment as an attorney was when I was able to obtain summary judgment for
a client on the basis that it did not owe a duty to plaintiff who suffered injuries at a grocery
store from a third-party criminal attack. I successfully argued that the scope of security contractor’s duties did not call for it to prevent criminal activity, only to be a security presence.
— David Baugher

Congratulations
Jamiel Peterson

CONGRATULATIONS

On being recognized as an
Up & Coming Attorney!

Jamaal Jordan on being recognized as an
Up & Coming Attorney.
We look forward to many more
successful years ahead.

STINSON LLP

STINSON.COM

888-588-5717
www.petersonlawusa.com
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Ryan M. Hyde, 35

Jamaal Jordan, 40

PARTNER, BEHR, MCCARTER,
POTTER, NEELY & HYDE, ST. LOUIS

PARTNER, STINSON, ST. LOUIS

Practice Areas: Medical and legal malpractice
defense, products liability defense, construction
litigation

Law School: University of Wisconsin

Practice Area: Intellectual property

“I

Law School: University of Missouri

R

yan Hyde notes that taxes were his favorite area
in law school. But these days, he casts a much
wider net as a contract and commercial attorney who
deals with everything from health care and construction
to personal injury and professional liability.
“When I was in high school (and maybe even earlier), my parents told me they thought I
should be a lawyer,” he says. “I am not sure what their reasons were but that is what first
had me thinking about the legal profession.”
As a coach licensed by the United States Soccer Federation, the MBA recipient and dean’s
list honoree acknowledges that he might have pursued a career in sports if he had not been
an attorney.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?
Be patient because you will get opportunities. When you do, make the most of each one by
giving it your all.

f I would not have found law, I would have been
an engineer working for a medical device company,” Jamaal Jordan says. “I have an engineering degree,
which I use now as a patent attorney.”
Jordan’s older brother became an intellectual property attorney while Jordan was completing his undergraduate degree in engineering. When it became obvious
that engineering wasn’t the right profession for him, he decided to follow his brother’s lead
and go into law.
As a younger partner in his firm, he is weathering the COVID-19 storm and continuing to
develop his practice. The best advice he has received during his career is to own up to your
mistakes, but always have a plan for restitution. This applies to the associate whose client is
the partner they work for, and the partner who is servicing their client.
Spending time with his wife and two daughters is what he enjoys most in life. He also is a
bit of a fitness nut and works out with a barbell four times a week in his garage.
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I have an unhealthy addiction to HGTV.

What is the best career advice you have received?

What has been one of your favorite moments as an attorney?

From our firm’s managing partner, Tony Behr — Every case in the office is the most important to someone.

I enjoy most when I am able to achieve a favorable result for one of the smaller companies/
solo inventors that I represent. For them, a single patent could serve as the basis for their
entire business. Having a hand in furthering their business goals at such a critical level is
very rewarding.

What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
Spending time with my wife and daughter, followed by golf.

— Laura Warfel

What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
My favorite moments have been the times I received some confirmation that our client was
happy with my work — usually it has been a “thank you” or another case to handle.
— David Baugher
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Anne Kerns, 39

Tanner A. Kirksey, 26

PARTNER, MICKES O’TOOLE, ST.
LOUIS

ASSOCIATE, STANTON BARTON, ST.
LOUIS

Practice Areas: Employment law and
education law

Practice Areas: Products liability,
transportation, personal injury

Law School: Saint Louis University

Law School: Saint Louis University
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nne Kerns is known for vigorously advocating for
the rights of her clients, after defining her client’s
interests and planning a strategy for a successful outcome. Responsiveness and innovative solutions are the
hallmarks of her practice.
Working with her clients, Kerns assists them in finding ways to take a proactive approach
to reaching practical and cost-effective solutions to workplace situations. “Preventative advice and action are the most effective and efficient means to resolving workplace disputes,”
she says.
As part of her practice, Kerns also conducts on-site training for company management,
human resources personnel and employees on Equal Employment Opportunity, Diversity and
Inclusion, the Family Medical Leave Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act and other topics.
Her advice to young lawyers: “Make your career your own. Your career path doesn’t have
to look like anyone else’s. Never limit yourself because of others’ limited imagination.”
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what professional would you have chosen?

anner Kirksey is just getting started. In a few years,
he will be able to look back and see what he’s been
able to accomplish as an attorney. The great team at his
firm and his growing professional network are sure to
play a large part in his success.
Kirksey enjoys the challenge that comes with a law career, just as his father told him he
would. “I remember hearing my dad, who is also an attorney, say that not many professions
allow you to use such a wide variety of skills on a daily basis,” he says. “Within the first week
of law school, I knew I had made the right career choice.”
Just a month after licensure, Kirksey obtained dismissal of multiple entities from the same
suit in the span of a few days. He says, “That first ‘well done’ from a client carries a special
weight to it.”
Kirksey advises younger attorneys to keep asking questions and putting themselves in a
position to grow. “They need to trust their training and abilities,” he says. “They made it this
far for a reason. They may be overwhelmed, but they deserve to be in this space.”
What is something about you that would surprise people?

Veterinarian
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Working + husband + two sons + pandemic = My biggest accomplishment
— Laura Warfel

I’m an amateur handyman. Whether you need new tile or flooring, electric work, new shelving, or a garment tailored or hemmed, I’ve got you — and I accept coffee as payment. I’m
also a foodie on a budget (newly married, new house, etc.). Getting creative with inexpensive
ingredients is a great way to relax.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Arguably, this honor. It represents a culmination of professional and personal accomplishments that I am grateful for.
— Laura Warfel

Showcase your accomplishments

Reprints of Missouri Lawyers Weekly articles, news items and Verdicts & Settlements can add
depth and style to your marketing program. These products are highly effective when you use
them to:
• Enhance marketing packages and press kits
• Provide practice specialty literature
• Develop direct mail and e-mail campaigns
• Present information at conferences and seminars
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FINNEY INJURY LAW,
Location:
Xxxxx
ST. LOUIS

Practice Area(s):
Xxxxx injury, premises
Areas: Personal
liability,
business
litigation,
construction
Law School: Xxxxx
litigation

Practice Area(s):
Xxxxx injury
Area: Personal
Law School: Xxxxx
Saint Louis University

Law School: Saint Louis University
xxx
Xxxx.
uman nature and the myriad disputes among
Xxxx humans
xxxx
inspired Jeffrey Klaus to enter the legal
— Xxxx
profession. When he took an undergraduate criminal
justice course taught by a local prosecutor, the endless
fact patterns piqued his interest. “To this day, I always enjoy new clients and new cases,”
he says. “I am eager to delve into the disputes at hand and determine a best path forward.”
If he hadn’t become an attorney, Klaus would love to be a professional athlete (not realistic, however). He also was attracted to sales or service, based upon his aptitude for dealing
with people from all walks of life.
One of his favorite moments as an attorney was trying his first case solo. “There was not
only a personal feeling that I had actually accomplished what a potential litigator aims to
achieve in law school, but also the defense verdict then saved the client’s long time family
business,” he says. “On the defense side, as I often am, you do not always get to experience
the sort of personal emotion or relief that comes with a favorable result.”

X
A

X
H

What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
Almost anything with my family, whether it be travel, games, or sports. I do enjoy a good
competition — even if I am most certain to lose. The challenge can be nearly as entertaining
as success. I can also be rather good at lawn games, horseshoes, bean bags, etc.

xxx
desire to help others motivated Alex Ledbetter
to Xxxx.
enter the legal profession. Many of his family
members are in the medical profession. They inspired
Xxxx xxxx
him and showed him the rewards of working for others
— Xxxx
instead of self.
As trials are slowly resuming, Ledbetter enjoys being part of a team responsible for securing life-changing justice for deserving clients. One of his most rewarding moments as an
attorney came when his team learned that the Court of Appeals had affirmed a $2.5 million
judgment in their client’s favor.
His advice to young lawyers is threefold. Thorough preparation is a necessity. Find a mentor. Take the time to get to know the people you represent.
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I’m 6’7” and not that great of a basketball player.
What is the best career advice you have received?
Never stop learning. Always be working on personal growth. Emulate the kind of lawyer
you’d want to hire if you needed one.

What is the best career advice you have received?
If you do good work, the business will come. Don’t be afraid to leave your comfort zone —
not necessarily in terms of subject matter, but in terms of activities where you may be able
to meet clients and assist others.
— Laura Warfel

Congratulations
to Jillian Dent, recognized among 2021
Missouri Lawyers Media Up & Coming honorees.
We salute her contributions to our firm, profession and community.

THE RIGHT CONTINGENCY | stuevesiegel.com
The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.

— Laura Warfel
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Elizabeth
Name, ## C. Lillis, 33

Matt
Name,Martin,
## 36

ASSOCIATE,
JOB, EMPLOYEER
GROWE EISEN KARLEN
Location: Xxxxx
EILERTS,
ST. LOUIS

ASSOCIATE,
JOB, EMPLOYEER
HAAR & WOODS, ST.
Location: Xxxxx
LOUIS

Area(s):
Xxxxx
Practice Area:
Family
law
XxxxxLouis University
Law School: Saint

Area(s):Criminal
Xxxxx defense, grand jury
Practice Areas:
and
internal
investigations,
professional liability
Law School: Xxxxx
defense, education law

X
E

Law School: Michigan State University
xxx
Xxxx.
y undergraduate study was quickly coming to
Xxxx xxxx an end, and I was not confident that a ca— says.
Xxxx
reer in finance would be fulfilling,” Matt Martin
“So I panicked, studied for the LSAT and applied to law
schools. That leap of faith has brought me a career that is both challenging and rewarding.”
His favorite moments as an attorney all involve knowing that he has helped someone pass
through a difficult season of his or her life. The only lawyer in a family of educators, he would
probably have been a teacher if he hadn’t entered the legal profession.
Martin’s advice to young attorneys is to determine the areas of law that interest them.
Then identify the lawyers who excel in those areas. Make efforts to learn from them. Read
their writing. Observe them making an argument. Reach out to them to learn about their
professional development.
“Gaining the perspective of established attorneys is invaluable in navigating my career,”
Martin says. “I’ve also learned that a good reputation and a strong work ethic will bring
opportunity.”

xxx
lizabeth
Lillis has always had a passion for helping
Xxxx. Prior to attending law school, she worked
people.
for Big Brothers Big Sisters. She helped support the reXxxx xxxx
lationships between Bigs and Littles and worked directly
— Xxxx
with families. While in law school, she worked for Catholic Legal Assistance Ministry and Legal Services of Eastern Missouri.
“Through these opportunities, I was able to work directly with clients and address the
legal issues they were having,” she says. “By practicing family law, I am able to help people
on a daily basis, often through one of the toughest times of their life.”
As an attorney, her favorite career moments are those when she gets to deliver good news
to a client and they are pleased with the result. “The best career advice I ever received is to
find an area of the law that you are interested in and passionate about,” Lillis says. “Learn
as much as you can by seeking out a mentor and asking thoughtful questions. If you enjoy
what you do, it won’t feel like work.”
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I am a member of the Osage Nation.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

X
“M

What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
Spending quality time with my wife as we try to keep pace with our energetic 3-year-old
daughter.

A news anchor.
— Laura Warfel

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Earning the respect and trust of lawyers whom I admire.
— Laura Warfel

Congratulations,
Sophie Zavaglia
2021 UP & COMING AWARD WINNER
As a partner at SWMW Law, Sophie not only brings a
wealth of knowledge and expertise to our asbestos and
mesothelioma practice, she also becomes an extension
of the families we fight for. Whether she’s advocating
on behalf of clients in Jefferson City, presenting at
conferences across the country, mentoring other female
paralegals, staff and attorneys, or her commitment to the
community — it’s clear that Sophie is an “Up & Coming”
attorney. And we are proud to have her on our team.
PRACTICE AREAS:
Mesothelioma

Consumer Litigation

Asbestos Lung Cancer

Personal Injury

Drugs & Medical Devices

701 MARKET STREET, SUITE 1000 ST. LOUIS, MO 63101

888.422.8877

info@SWMWLAW.com

SWMWLAW.com
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Name,
Roger K.
##McCrummen,
67
JOB, EMPLOYEER
Location: Xxxxx

FOUNDING
PARTNER,
Practice
Area(s):
Xxxxx

MCCRUMMEN
IMMIGRATION
Law
School: XxxxxLAW GROUP, KANSAS
CITY

X

Practice
xxx Area: Business immigration
Xxxx. Texas Tech University (J.D.); New
Law School:
York University (LL.M)
Xxxx xxxx
— Xxxx
three-time chair of the Missouri/Kansas Chapter
of the American Immigration Lawyers Association, Roger K. McCrummen is a noted
speaker at professional conferences coast-to-coast for his expertise in immigration issues,
a field of law he didn’t even enter until age 40.
After starting out as a business transactional attorney in New York, he came to Kansas
City, where he served as a partner in a firm before forming his own with his associates in
hopes of helping those who have come to this country looking for a chance at the American
Dream.
“Everyone in my firm is passionate in their advocacy for immigrants — not just our specific clients, but all immigrants,” he wrote. “We advocate for positive changes in the law on
behalf of immigrants because we believe they make our country great.”
McCrummen isn’t just educated in the field of law. He has a Master of Divinity Degree
from Princeton Theological Seminary and led a ministry for the homeless in Times Square.

A

What is something that would surprise people about you?
I play bagpipes competitively in a pipes and drums corps.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
I was just intrigued by the academic aspects of law. Wasn’t sure I really wanted to be a
lawyer, but I wanted to study it.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
Winning an asylum case before an immigration judge for two Somali girls that were living
with my family.
— David Baugher

UP & COMING HONOREE

Name,
Matthew
##Mueller, 29
JOB,
ASSOCIATE,
EMPLOYEER
GRAVES GARRETT,
Location:
KANSASXxxxx
CITY
Practice Area(s):
Xxxxx
Areas: Commercial
litigation,
constitutional
litigation,
white-collar
criminal
Law School: Xxxxx
defense
Law School: University of Missouri
xxx
Xxxx.
att Mueller’s biggest accomplishment for this
Xxxx xxxx
year is assuming responsibility for monitoring his
— Xxxx
firm’s interns and summer associates. “I’m taking
time
to think deliberately about how I can help them figure
out what their career paths look like moving forward,” he says. “I encourage them to take
ownership of their work and to follow up on their assignments.”
Mueller’s interest in systems of government and law plus his love of learning inspired him
to get involved in the legal profession. Those interests, combined with his passion for helping
people, led him to the practice of law.
Two of his most rewarding experiences as an attorney both came as a result of his being
appointed to cases in Jackson County Circuit Court. In one of those cases, Mueller represented a mother for over two years in a fight for custody of her son, which was ultimately
granted after a long and emotional journey.
In the other case, Mueller was appointed to defend a juvenile facing serious charges in
juvenile court. “This was my first solo trial,” he says. “I convinced the judge that the state
had not met its burden, and my client was acquitted.”

X
M

What is something about you that would surprise people?
My “go to” music is usually a soundtrack from a musical or movie.
What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
I enjoy doing anything outdoors: hiking, camping, golfing, etc. Being outside is my preferred
way to disengage from the constant connectedness of modern life. One of my mentors
taught me that taking care of yourself puts you in the best position to take care of your
clients.
— Laura Warfel

CONGRATS,
PORTIA!
Maryville University salutes Portia Britt
for her professional achievements, skills
and leadership. As an institutional equity
officer, she makes a positive impact on the
Maryville campus and in her community.
We congratulate Portia on receiving the
2021 Missouri Lawyers Media
Up & Coming Award.

Portia Britt
Institutional Equity Officer
Office of Institutional Equity and Compliance

M A NY CON N E CT I O N S . O N E U.

maryville.edu

Stay connected
to the latest
legal news from
Missouri Lawyers
Weekly!
AUGUST 9, 2021
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Ian T. Murphy, 38

Ali Ragsdale Olszeski,
33

ASSOCIATE, MARGULIS GELFAND,
ST. LOUIS

SENIOR ASSOCIATE, BRYAN CAVE
LEIGHTON PAISNER, ST. LOUIS

Practice Areas: White-collar and criminal
defense, complex civil litigation, appellate
practice

Practice Areas: Business and commercial
disputes with a particular focus on high-stakes
litigation and white-collar investigations

Law School: Washington University

“T

here is more to life than the billable hour,” Ian
Murphy says. “Find something that you’re passionate about. Then work with people who recognize
and reward that passion.”
Murphy is passionate about the legal profession because he considers it the best way to
serve others. One of his favorite moments as an attorney came when he was able to prevail
in the Missouri Court of Appeals, obtaining a reversal on all counts of conviction for a client
who had been sentenced to serve 20 years in prison. He still remembers that call he made
to let the client know the good news.
The best career advice Murphy has received and passes along to others is to trust your
instincts. And never send an email you wouldn’t want to see on the front page of the newspaper someday.
In his time away from work, Murphy enjoys long runs, going to St. Louis Cardinals games
and spending time with his family. “During the past year, I was raising a 1-year-old while
surviving a pandemic and helping my clients,” he says. “That was quite an accomplishment.”
What is something about you that would surprise people?
Before I went to law school, I was the captain of my college ultimate Frisbee team; managed
a unique restaurant and music venue outside Bozeman, Montana; and ran a music production studio.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
If it were up to me, I’d play shortstop for the St. Louis Cardinals. But if I had to choose something more realistic, I probably would have chosen a career in audio and video production.
— Laura Warfel

Law School: Saint Louis University

A

li Ragsdale Olszeski says it is important to find
“your people” — the folks you trust to support you
during the most challenging of times.
“Have their back in all situations,” she writes. “Trust them to have your back as well. Build
your team with people you trust.”
Clients know they can put that kind of trust in Olszeski every day. She has spent her
career helping those she represents in a wide array of commercial litigation. From mergers
and class action defenses to ERISA cases and consumer fraud actions, this SLU School of
Law alumna is always there to help navigate the complexities of matters that might vex a
lesser attorney.
In addition to other activities, Olszeski makes a point of taking up pro bono matters, including helping victims of domestic violence and assisting with the Missouri Council for a
Better Economy.
As an active part of the team at Bryan Cave, she serves on the recruiting committee and
as a workload coordinator for summer associates.
What is something that would surprise people about you?
New friends and colleagues may not know that I often sing Broadway songs in stressful
situations to lighten the mood.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
My parents inspired me to get involved in the legal profession. Their work ethic and perseverance set the bar for me at a young age.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I likely would have pursued musical theatre or broadcast journalism if I had not become
a lawyer.
— David Baugher

UP & COMING HONOREE

Bethany G. Parsons, 39
SHAREHOLDER, TURNER, REID,
DUNCAN, LOOMER & PATTON,
SPRINGFIELD
Practice Area: Civil defense litigation (primarily
medical and legal malpractice and insurance
defense)
Law School: New England School of Law

B

Nick Savio

2021 Up & Coming Awards Honoree
Everyone at Franke Schultz & Mullen would
like to congratulate you on this honor! It is well
deserved and we appreciate all you do.
Kansas City
8900 Ward Parkway
Kansas City, Missouri 64114
Phone: 816-421-7100
Fax: 816-421-7915

Springfield
1919 E. Battlefield, Suite B
Springfield, Missouri 65804
Phone: (417) 863-0040
Fax: (417) 863-6286

Overland Park
7101 College Boulevard, Ste. 510
Overland Park, Kansas 66210
Phone: (816) 421-7100
Fax: (816) 912-4505

St. Louis
231 S. Bemiston Ave., Ste. 1200
St. Louis, Missouri 63105
Phone: (314) 455-8300
Fax: (314) 455-8301

ethany Parsons discovered the impact of the law
as a profession during her undergraduate years.
While a student at Southern Methodist University, she sat in on the trial of one of the “Texas
Seven” in a high-profile robbery and murder case. The defendant was convicted and received the death penalty.
Today as an attorney, Parsons focuses on civil defense litigation. She and one of her partners defended a complex medical malpractice case that resulted in Missouri’s third largest
reported defense verdict in 2013. She readily admits, “There is nothing like the feeling you
get when you, as a defense attorney, hear these words: ‘We the jury … find for the defendant …”
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, she already has tried two jury trials — one at the
DoubleTree Hotel in Springfield and one at the Bass Pro White River Conference Center. “It is
my honor to do my part to keep the wheels of justice turning,” she says, “especially during
these strange times.”
What is the best career advice you have received?
Read the rule/statute/case, and always take the high road.
What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
Embracing my role as a soccer/dance mom and seeing my children do what they love to do.
— Laura Warfel

WE’RE PROUD TO
CONGRATULATE WALE
AKINMOLADUN, ELIZABETH
WENTE, AND DJ PIERRE ON
THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS IN
AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
PRACTICE OF LAW.

THE LAW FIRM WHERE YOUR LEADERS
WORK WITH OUR LEADERS.

Be certain.

At Spencer Fane, your business leaders work with our business leaders. We provide
an unconventional approach to legal services geared toward protecting and advancing
business and personal interests. Our clients are certain that their interests are our priority,
because they work with leaders – leaders who work decisively, execute with purpose
and understand the importance of flawless timing. Be certain.

© 2021 Spencer Fane LLP. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely on advertisements.
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Diedre Peters, 40

Jamiel Peterson, 33

MEMBER, BLANTON, NICKELL,
COLLINS, DOUGLAS & HANSCHEN,
SIKESTON

PRINCIPAL, THE LAW OFFICES OF
JAMIEL J. PETERSON, KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Civil litigation

Law School: Southern University Law Center

Practice Areas: Plaintiffs’ personal injury

Law School: University of Illinois

I

n her early 30s, Diedre Peters found herself in a career that she had fallen into rather than chosen. She
wanted challenge, variety and opportunities to progress.
That’s why she chose the law as her new career. Now,
her work includes medical malpractice defense, commercial litigation, personal injury and
employment disputes.
Known for her hard work and commitment to favorably resolving cases, Peters admits
that winning dispositive motions is a great feeling. “One of my mentors told me that you can
be the world’s smartest person,” she says, “and that won’t mean a thing if you don’t work
hard. I often advise young attorneys to surround themselves with people who want to see
them get to the next level.”
While in law school, Peters received the CALI Excellence Award for Legal Writing and was
an associate editor of the University of Illinois Law Review. She is a member of the Sikeston
Lion’s Club and serves on the board of directors of the House of Refuge.
What is something about you that would surprise people?

G

rowing up in southern Georgia, Jamiel Peterson
did not see many lawyers in his community.
“I met a judge in my undergraduate days,” Peterson
says. “I saw the influence he had on his community as
a lawyer and later as a state circuit judge. I knew then I
wanted to be in a position to help people and influence significant change for the better. The
practice of law is the most effective way for me to accomplish that.”
Peterson almost dropped out of college to become a pilot. Ironically, several years later,
he became one of the primary legal advisors for the U.S. Air Force’s B-2 bomber pilots in
Missouri in his role as a Judge Advocate General (JAG).
One of his significant life accomplishments took place after Peterson had taken the bar
exam. He spent several weeks in Central America and hiked a volcano called Volcán Concepción. During that time, he met and became friends with people from all over the world.
He remains in contact with many of them.
“The practice of law is very demanding,” Peterson says. “Attorneys must remember to
take time for themselves and enjoy the journey.”
What is the best career advice you have received?

I have nine pets, including two chinchillas that I taught to do tricks. They can give high fives
with their tiny hands and spin around.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I would love to run a wildlife refuge.
— Laura Warfel

Do not be afraid to try new things, fail and be creative — whether in law practice, business
or life in general.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
My wife and I invested in another business that is set to break ground for construction in
2022.
— Laura Warfel

READ US ONLINE!

Register your
email to get
full, behind-thepaywall access at
the Missouri Lawyers
Weekly website.

Did you know that
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included with your
print subscription?
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Shook
Congratulates
our next generation
of attorneys for their
commitment to clients,
the firm and the
community.

AT L A N TA
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DENVER
HOUSTON
KANSAS CITY
LONDON
LOS ANGELES
MIAMI
NEW YORK

Law Firm
Leader

Up & Coming
Lawyer

Up & Coming
Lawyer

ORANGE COUNTY
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO
S E AT T L E
S T. L O U I S
TA M PA
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Sarah Lynn
Baltzell

Brandon
Gutshall

Christopher
Wray

Partner
Kansas City
slynn@shb.com

Partner
Kansas City
bgutshall@shb.com

Of Counsel
Kansas City
cwray@shb.com

Shook is Missouri-headquartered, now in Kansas City and St. Louis with 17 offices globally.
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Duvel (DJ) Pierre, 36

Andrew C. Robb, 32

OF COUNSEL, SPENCER FANE,
KANSAS CITY

ASSOCIATE, ROBB & ROBB, KANSAS
CITY

Practice Areas: Government affairs/litigation

Practice Areas: Aviation/personal injury

Law School: University of Iowa

Law School: University of Michigan

“M

L

y aunt lost everything in Hurricane Katrina,”
DJ Pierre recalls. “That was when I knew I
wanted to go into a profession where I could do more
than stand on the sidelines. I wanted to be an advocate
for people like her.”
One of his favorite experiences as an attorney came when he was serving as a mental
health prosecutor. A man who frequently got arrested and had a laundry list of charges
against him was referred to mental health court. Pierre and the staff helped him get clean
and graduate from the rehabilitation program. Because of that experience, Pierre knows the
importance of alternative programs for getting at the heart of the issues that cause criminal
behavior.
Pierre, the oldest of seven children in his family of origin, is now the father of two. “The
best career advice I’ve ever received is not to bring my work home,” he says. “As attorneys,
we deal with a multitude of complicated issues. We need to make sure home is our sanctuary.”
What advice do you have for young lawyers?

aw is a family affair for Andrew Robb. Robb says he
loves bouncing around ideas with his wife during
their evening walks and discussing case strategy with
her and his parents over dinner.
He says, “Being able to work on behalf of such deserving clients alongside my family is a wonderful gift that I will never take for granted.
Some of my favorite moments as a lawyer occur during depositions or hearings when I get
to — with great relief — pass the baton to my wife.”
One of the most surprising aspects of the legal profession for Robb was realizing that
there are many different ways to practice law.
“Law school does not expose students to the majority of practice areas,” he says. “I advise young lawyers to try to gain exposure to different types of law before deciding which
path is best for them.”
While in law school, he was a notes editor on the Michigan Law Review and won first
place in the 91st Annual Campbell Moot Court Competition. After law school, he clerked for
Judge Duane Benton on the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, and for Judge Greg Kays on
the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri.

First and foremost, give back. Get involved and invested in your community. You will also be
surprised by how relationships gained through public service will open doors for you and
your law practice.

What is the best career advice you have received?

What is your favorite thing to do away from work?

What is your favorite thing to do away from work?

I love to travel. I am married to a Spaniard, and my mother is Brazilian. There is an entire
world out there to experience. I am also a massive soccer fan. Nothing stresses me out like
watching the Brazilian national team or AS Roma.

Watching Kansas City Chiefs football games and playing golf.

Be aggressively and affirmatively honest.

— Laura Warfel

— Laura Warfel
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Brittany Sanders Robb, 30

Nick Savio, 33

ASSOCIATE, ROBB & ROBB, KANSAS CITY

PARTNER, FRANKE SCHULTZ &
MULLEN, KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Aviation/personal injury
Law School: Washington University

F

or Brittany Robb, the best moments of her career
as a lawyer involve sharing good news with clients.
“It is a privilege to represent people during the hardest times of their lives,” she says. “I am often talking to
them about their worst memories or the worst day of
their lives. To be able to share good news is so rewarding, whether it is the ultimate resolution of the case or
the interim victories along the way. To help bring closure and justice is truly an honor.”
During her career up to this point, Robb has learned a lot about how to succeed in the
practice of law. When talking with young attorneys, she recommends they take advantage
of every opportunity to further their advocacy skills: “Ask for the work you want, and it will
be given to you.”
She says that it is beyond fulfilling to have her work help people and impact their lives in
a positive way.
“It is a wonderful feeling to be able to combine your passion and your skill and call it
‘work,’” she says.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
My husband and I welcomed our first child in May. I’d have to say that it’s becoming parents
together while also continuing to work together during a very busy time in our practice.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
I have always enjoyed helping people. I also love reading, writing and talking to people. The
legal profession offered me a way to do all those things.
— Laura Warfel

Practice Areas: Personal injury defense,
insurance defense litigation, extra contractual
liability litigation, commercial and business
litigation
Law School: Saint Louis University

N

ick Savio still remembers the best career advice
he ever received: Being kind and respectful goes
a long way. His clients, co-counsel and even opposing
counsel continue to see the evidence of this axiom in Savio’s life and career.
During law school, Savio was a Law School Dean’s Scholar and a Faculty Fellow for
Professor Kelly Mulholland, a legal research and writing professor. He received his business
degree from the University of Missouri.
One of his favorite moments as an attorney was while representing a small business
owner.
“After the jury returned a verdict in favor of my client and his business,” Savio recalls, “my
client embraced me. I will never forget that act of thanks.”
What is your favorite thing to do away from work?
Spending time with my wife and two daughters. I’m also an avid pickleball player.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?
You are bound to make a mistake or two, and that is okay. The key is to learn from them and
not make the same mistake twice.
— Laura Warfel
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Tyler Schaeffer, 38

Christopher J. Seibold, 40

PARTNER, CARMODY MACDONALD,
ST. LOUIS

PRINCIPAL, BROWN & JAMES,
KANSAS CITY

Practice Area: Commercial litigation

Practice Areas: Civil litigation defense
including premises liability, construction,
product liability, professional liability,
employment, and first-party insurance law

Law School: University of Missouri

F

or Tyler Schaeffer, becoming a lawyer was a childhood goal he pursued before he knew much about
what it meant to be a lawyer. By his second year of law
school, he had developed a passion for the law and the
profession.
One of Schaeffer’s favorite moments as an attorney came during a long, grueling deposition he was taking of an adverse party. The deposition was going well. The opposing counsel
asked for a break, but Schaeffer didn’t want to stop.
He says, “I didn’t want to lose momentum with the witness. But then the opposing counsel
said, ‘Tyler, it will be good for you if we take this break.’”
He relented and agreed to the break. The opposing counsel came back five minutes later
and said her client would agree to the settlement offer that had been rejected at the previous
mediation. They accepted the settlement, and the case was resolved on the spot.
Schaeffer’s best advice for young attorneys: “Always take available opportunities early in
your career to push yourself past your comfort zone. Take depositions. Argue motions. Meet
with clients. It’s easier to learn by doing than by watching.”
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
Financial consultant or, ideally, fund manager. I was really into stocks and investments before I went to law school.
What is the best career advice you have received?
I have received a wealth of sage advice throughout my career. From Judge Patricia Cohen:
“Never (or almost never) use passive voice in legal writing.” From A.J. Bronsky: “Always ‘pin
them down’ in a deposition.” From T. Michael Ward: His process of deductively rebutting
all opponent’s arguments, which he describes as “shutting all of the doors and windows.”
— Laura Warfel

Law School: Marquette University

I

f Christopher Seibold hadn’t chosen law, he may have
worked as a UPS driver. He has always liked the idea
of wearing shorts to work and driving around town all
day while listening to music.
But he says, “I chose the legal profession because it seemed to be a good outlet for my
desire to argue.”
A native of St. Louis, Christopher Seibold moved to Kansas City in 2019 to expand his law
practice.
He’s recently become the firm’s newest shareholder, but he says his biggest accomplishment was serving as one of the chairs of his firm’s annual seminar.
“The event was virtual for the first time ever,” he says. “We had a record number of attendees and received great feedback.”
Seibold continues to appreciate this career advice he received from one of his mentors:
“Treat your career as a profession, not a job. Then it won’t feel quite so much like work.”
When he mentors young lawyers, his best advice is to spend as much time as they can
learning from senior lawyers. Even if that time is not billable or occurs during their free time,
he urges them to trust that it’s valuable for their development.
Away from work, Seibold enjoys watching Missouri Tiger athletics, attending live music
concerts and playing golf.
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I have 3-year-old twins who have me wrapped around their fingers.
What has been one of your favorite moments as an attorney?
Deposing Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope of Insane Clown Posse.

— Laura Warfel

We Congratulate
Andrew C. Robb

Brittany Sanders Robb

for being named to the
Missouri Lawyers Media Up & Coming List
For 37 years, the law firm of Robb & Robb LLC has built its reputation on one simple premise: RESULTS.
We are honored to be joined by two accomplished and skilled lawyers to carry on this tradition.

Handling Landmark Cases Nationwide Since 1984
1200 Main Suite 3900 - Kansas City, Missouri | (816)-474-8080 | www.robbrobb.com
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Lesley D. Smith, 38

Shaun Stallworth, 39

ASSISTANT FEDERAL DEFENDER,
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI,
KANSAS CITY

OF COUNSEL, HOLMAN SCHIAVONE,
KANSAS CITY
Practice Areas: Employment, personal injury,
consumer protection

Practice Area: Indigent criminal defense

Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

Law School: University of Tulsa

T

here are no cases in Lesley D. Smith’s workload.
“I don’t have cases, I have clients,” she says.
“Each client has a history, a family and a story to tell.
They are more than their worst moment.”
Originally on a path to business and corporate law, an internship at the Tulsa County
Public Defender’s office shifted her toward a career helping level disparities in the criminal
justice system.
She now serves as vice-president of the Jackson County Bar Association and is on the
Missouri Supreme Court’s Commission for Racial and Ethnic Fairness.
She advises young attorneys to develop a personal mission statement.
“Don’t chase money, chase purpose,” she said. “I know that’s hard to do with student loan
debt, but it’s one of the most rewarding things you can do for yourself.”
What is something that would surprise people about you?
Many people are surprised that I lived overseas and earned my MBA before attending law
school. I lived in Geneva, Switzerland; London, England; Leiden, the Netherlands; Chengdu,
China and Vienna, Austria.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I had several roles in business before becoming an attorney, so I truly believe I am walking
in my calling. With my knowledge of both the state and federal criminal legal system, if I
had to pick another career it would likely be in a nonprofit or the legislative branch. There
is a need for criminal reform at all levels — municipal, state and federal — and those of
us that are client-facing should [have] a greater voice in shaping new legislation and policy.
— David Baugher

S

haun Stallworth’s mother — a retired elementary
school teacher who spent 35 years in the education
system — inspired his strong interest and passion for
education, politics and helping disadvantaged people.
As an undergraduate student at Louisiana State University (LSU), he was active in reading
and writing campaigns for the Children’s Defense Fund. He later interned with CDC in New
York City and Washington, D.C., working on outreach educational programs for disadvantaged school children.
“Mentorship is extremely important,” he says. “I urge young attorneys not to be afraid to
seek out mentors from all different walks of life. Even if they feel apprehensive about reaching out to more seasoned attorneys.”
If he hadn’t become a lawyer, Stallworth would have been a speechwriter in politics. “I
always had decent skill with a pen when it came to communicating with people,” he says.
“I think that would have been fun.”
What is the best career advice you ever received?
Don’t talk about it. Be about it. If you spend your time always waiting for the opportunity to
come to you, you might be waiting a lifetime. Always onward and upward.
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I’m always busy and am constantly moving. With that being said, I rarely, if ever, drink coffee.
I’m also a gym rat. If I am not getting my exercise in, I am not feeling right.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Outside of helping my parents build a backyard fence, resolving a civil case that has been
going on for nearly four years.
— Laura Warfel

PATRICK HUNT
PARTNER

WE CELEBRATE

INTEGRITY,
INNOVATION,
AND IMPACT
Baty Otto Coronado proudly congratulates
2021 Missouri Lawyers Media Up & Coming
honoree Patrick Hunt. We recognize
Patrick’s contribution to the firm and are
excited to see his continued growth.

batyotto.com | 816.531.7200 | KANSAS CITY | ST. LOUIS | SPRINGFIELD
The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
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Courtney Steelman, 31

Courtney M. Stout, 29

ASSOCIATE, HUSCH BLACKWELL,
KANSAS CITY

ASSOCIATE, WILLIAMS DIRKS
DAMERON, KANSAS CITY

Practice Area: Labor and employment

Practice Areas: Class action and complex civil
litigation, wage and hour litigation, employment
discrimination

Law School: University of Missouri (J.D. &
LL.M.)

“E

ven though the past year and a half has been
very challenging for a lot of reasons, I am
thankful for some of the simplicity that it has brought
back into my life,” says Courtney Steelman. “Now more
than ever, I look forward to hugging my grandma. Sitting on the driveway with neighbors.
Staying home to slow down and just enjoy the sometimes overlooked moments of life.”
Steelman also appreciates the opportunities she has had to reflect on some of her favorite
moments as an attorney. These center on the amazing people who have come into her life
during her career. Colleagues who have become friends. Mentors who have become trusted
guides. Professors who opened her eyes and inspired her daily.
Her interest in the legal profession began with her advocacy and student government
roles in high school and college. Her career began in the Missouri Senate and continues
today with her law practice.
She advises young attorneys to stay open to learning and growth. “Ask questions,” Steelman says. “Listen. Challenge yourself. Never assume you know every answer. Each and
every day, you will learn something new.”
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Because of the pandemic, my practice transformed into primarily COVID advising and policy
drafting. I was able to shift quickly in a new area of the law while advising clients and colleagues in the new, ever-changing environment. All this took place working from the corner
of a spare bedroom with my pup at my feet.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

23

Law School: University of Missouri

I

nspired by her parents who are in the legal profession,
Courtney Stout enjoys the challenge of her career as
well as the opportunities she has to help people. If she
hadn’t chosen law as a career, she probably would have
become a therapist.
One of her favorite activities as an attorney is discussing case strategies with other attorneys in her firm. She continues to appreciate how each one of them can come up with
different creative ideas to process the same case.
Stout encourages young lawyers to trust themselves and accept new opportunities. She
will be the first one to tell them to let go of their fears and insecurities and give it a go.
“I believe that, as attorneys, we have a moral obligation to give back to our community,”
Stout says. “Everyone can find a type of volunteer work that makes them happy. For me, I
found a passion volunteering with rescue animals. This helps my community that has given
me so much.”
What is the best career advice you have received?
One of my current supervisors told me that almost everything is “fixable.” That gave me the
ability to take a breath, relax and let some of the pressure go.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
I’ll be participating in my first trial. This fall, I’m getting married. 2021 is a milestone year
for me.
— Laura Warfel

Either a “Saturday Night Live” cast member or a news anchor. Maybe a SNL cast member
playing a news anchor!
— Laura Warfel

Congratulations!
Partner Ally Cunningham is named an Up &
Coming award honoree by Missouri Lawyers
Media. Thank you for your leadership and
commitment to your community.
Congratulations, Ally, on this
well-deserved recognition.

Working together,
we build exciting futures.

Ally Cunningham
816.460.5616
allyson.cunningham@lathropgpm.com
This is an advertisement. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be made based solely upon advertisements. Neither the highest state
courts nor state bar associations review, recognize, or approve certifying organizations, certifications of specialties or specialist designations in the practice of
law. The certificate, award or recognition is not a requirement to practice law. Lathrop GPM LLP, 2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 2200, Kansas City, MO 64108. For more
information, contact Cameron Garrison at 816.292.2000.
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Jennifer Therrien, 36

Samantha Wenger, 35

OFFICER, CO-LEADER OF
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY GROUP,
GREENSFELDER, HEMKER & GALE,
ST. LOUIS

SENIOR MANAGING ASSOCIATE,
DENTONS US, KANSAS CITY

Practice Area: Construction
Law School: Washington University

F

or Jennifer Therrien, building a practice also meant
helping others build something of their own. As
co-leader of the construction industry group, she represents owners, contractors and suppliers in everything from wrongful termination to errors
and omissions.
Active in her community at the St. Louis Crisis Nursery and the Regional Union Construction Center, she is also a member of her firm’s e-Discovery group which examines best
practices in regard to reviewing case documents.
Therrien advises new attorneys to find a mentor whose values align with theirs.
“These mentors not only taught me about the type of attorney I wanted to be, but also
about the type of spouse, parent, friend, colleague and future mentor I wanted to be,” she
writes.
Her biggest accomplishment this year was being appointed co-leader of the firm’s construction industry group. She says she’s excited to be part of firm management and to
unify and promote her colleagues across all firm departments serving construction industry
clients.
What is something that would surprise people about you?
I knew almost nothing about the practice of law before starting law school. My family was in
the dry-cleaning business. I knew a great deal about garment care and spot treatment but
could not tell you much about the practice of law.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
As a young associate, I had the opportunity to try a case for five weeks in Los Angeles with
two extremely talented senior litigators from my department. The lessons I learned from
that experience were invaluable, as were the relationships I developed.
— Laura Warfel

Congratulations
to our colleague
Kehl Friesen
on receiving the
2021 Missouri
Lawyers Media
Up & Coming
Award.
Kehl D. Friesen
Associate
kfriesen@bscr-law.com

The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely on advertisements.

bscr-law.com | Missouri | Illinois | Kansas

Practice Areas: Litigation and dispute
resolution; insurance
Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

S

amantha Wenger’s professors at Morningside University helped her realize that the legal field was
for her.
“I participated on the mock trial team and loved the
courtroom drama,” she says. “I even won a Best Witness award at the Yale Mock Trial Invitational for my portrayal of a liquor store owner.”
She was sure she had made the right career choice when she had the pleasure of informing a pro bono client that they had won his asylum case. He did not have to return to
his home country, where he had suffered terrible abuse at the hands of family members
and gangs.
For the fifth year in a row, she co-chaired Lawyers Encouraging Academic Performance’s
(LEAP) back-to-school event at Operation Breakthrough. Despite the additional obstacles
posed by the pandemic, LEAP raised more than $25,000 to provide school supplies and
uniforms to approximately 700 children for the 2021-2022 school year.
To young attorneys, Wenger says, “Do not let self-imposed expectations of perfection result in work paralysis. Jump into new projects as soon as possible. Do not let the fear of doing something for the first time or not doing something perfectly cause you to procrastinate.”
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I was, from a very young age, obsessed with “Saturday Night Live.” In high school, I impersonated Mary Katherine Gallagher at our variety show every year. I even had some of my
senior pictures taken next to a STOP sign in my Mary Katherine Gallagher costume.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I would be a psychologist and/or a professional organizer.

— Laura Warfel
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Elizabeth Wente, 40

Judith Westmoreland, 37

PARTNER, SPENCER FANE,
SPRINGFIELD
Practice Area: Labor and employment

SUPERVISING ATTORNEY/GUARDIAN
AD LITEM, JACKSON COUNTY CASA,
KANSAS CITY

Law School: Southern Methodist University

Practice Area: Child welfare law
Law School: South Texas College of Law

F

rom conducting manager training to advising human resources, labor attorney Elizabeth Wente
works hard to prevent problems for her clients before
they happen.
“Plus, as employers, we often forget to arm our managers with the skill sets that they need to actually manage people,” she said. “For that
reason, many of the attendees appreciate the training as well.”
And she loves doing it. Clients have certainly come to appreciate Wente’s counsel as they
navigate laws pertaining to harassment, discrimination, family leave, disability protections
and wage and hour issues.
In addition to her firm’s diversity committee, she has also been active in the wider community with the Child Advocacy Center and the Junior League of Springfield.
What advice do you have for young lawyers?
Have professional goals for your career but be flexible. Accept opportunities when they come
your way even if they do not line up with your exact goal. I also try to remind young attorneys
that when any of us started practicing, we did not really know how to practice. Law school
teaches you how to think like a lawyer but actually practicing is a different ball game. The
best thing you can do in the first couple of years in your practice is to approach it with a
learning mindset. Your colleagues expect you to have questions, so ask them.
What inspired you to get involved in the legal profession?
My grandfather. He was a tax attorney which is what I originally thought I wanted to do.
Once I actually started practicing though, I was drawn to the labor and employment area. My
practice constantly keeps me on my toes and is very rarely boring.
— Laura Warfel

J

udith Westmoreland originally wanted a career in
pediatric oncology but, as it turned out, she found
another way to help kids — through the law. It is a desire that goes all the way back to a high school internship with the prosecutor’s office in the division of sex crimes against children.
“I think they get lost in a system filled with privilege, nuances and words they don’t understand,” she says. “I wanted to use my own privilege to let their voices be heard.”
She says her biggest accomplishment this year is her work as a supervising attorney for
a CASA pro bono attorney program that recruits, trains and supports volunteer attorneys in
Kansas City as guardians ad litem for foster youth.
In addition to this work, she also spent five years as president of the board of directors for
the Bridge Home for Children, a non-profit that helps disadvantaged youth.
Within the legal community, she’s also been active as a member of the board for the
Association of Women Lawyers for Kansas City.
What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
CASA received funding for a pro bono attorney program and I am the supervising attorney,
so I have spent this year creating a program to recruit, train and support attorneys in the KC
area to volunteer with CASA as guardians ad litem. Attorneys that may not otherwise serve
as GALs for foster youth are now able to receive the support of CASA to represent kids in
foster care.
What has been your favorite moment as an attorney?
My favorite part of being an attorney is watching families be successful. My favorite cases
are those where families and children continue to contact me long after their involvement
with the court system and I get to know that they are safe and loved.
— Laura Warfel
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Greg Whiston, 34

Christopher Wray, 36

SHAREHOLDER, SEIGFREID
BINGHAM, KANSAS CITY

OF COUNSEL, SHOOK, HARDY &
BACON, KANSAS CITY

Practice Areas: Business litigation, sports and
entertainment, construction

Practice Areas: Class action and appellate law

Law School: University of Missouri-Kansas City

“I

like to compete,” says Greg Whiston. “So the possibility of being able to compete in the courtroom,
while at the same time helping people, appealed to me.
That’s why I chose the legal profession.”
In late 2020, his choice was affirmed once again when he first-chaired a jury trial and
obtained a $6 million verdict for his firm’s client.
“It was the fourth highest verdict in the state of Missouri in 2020,” Whiston says. “This
was my first jury trial as lead counsel. The circumstances creating the opportunity were
unfortunate. The lead counsel with whom I had worked on the case since its inception suddenly passed away four months before trial.”
When working with young lawyers, Whiston advises them to be confident in their work
and judgment, which helps their clients and partners be confident in them, too.
“Don’t become paralyzed by the fear of making the wrong decision,” he tells them. “You
will make mistakes, but fortunately very few are fatal.”
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I was a pajama model when I was a child.
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?
I probably would have either done something in the financial world or become a teacher/
coach.
— Laura Warfel

Law School: Notre Dame

“I

’ve loved every oral argument I’ve handled,” says
Chris Wray, “but arguing in front of the 8th Circuit
Court was a special and memorable experience. I interned and clerked there, so I loved the honor of going
back and arguing in front of the court.”
Before law school, Wray practiced as a CPA. He began his law career as a transactional
attorney, then became a litigator.
“I even did a stint in government service for Missouri’s deputy state treasurer and as the
Attorney General’s chief of staff,” he says. “Now I’m back to working on class actions and
appeals, which I’m drawn to because of my love of writing.”
Wray has taught accounting at the university level for more than 10 years. He is also adjunct faculty at the University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law. Working with aspiring
lawyers is rewarding for him, and he urges them to try different practice groups and areas
of the law.
Each year, Wray typically does more than 100 pro bono hours. He focuses on appeals now,
but in the past, he has done trial court work on both the criminal and civil sides.
What is something about you that would surprise people?
I’m an avid player and reviewer of board games. I typically review a few dozen games a year,
and play a couple hundred different titles. Before COVID, I would go to game conventions
around the country and world.
What is the best career advice you have received?
Find the intersection of what you’re good at and what you enjoy.

— Laura Warfel
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Lindsay Wuller
Aggarwal, 33

UP & COMING HONOREE

Sophie Zavaglia, 34
PARTNER, SWMW LAW, ST. LOUIS
Practice Areas: Toxic tort litigation, primarily
asbestos litigation

ASSOCIATE, BRYAN CAVE LEIGHTON
PAISNER, ST. LOUIS

Law School: Saint Louis University

Practice Areas: Commercial disputes, focus
on securities litigation

S

Law School: Saint Louis University

L

indsay Waller Aggarwal says she considered other
professions a few times. But she enjoyed learning
about cases while working in her father’s law office throughout high school and college, and
the law kept pulling her back in.
In her first year of law practice, Aggarwal was admitted to practice in Illinois in addition to
Missouri. At the Illinois swearing in ceremony, her father — a practicing member of the Illinois bar — stood in support of her admission and briefly “presented” her for her admission
in front of all of those in attendance. That moment encapsulated what helped lead her to the
practice of law, as well as the support that continues to help her succeed.
She still recalls the job performance review that moved her from a beginner to an experienced attorney.
“My supervising attorney praised me for how I had handled a new task of examining an
expert,” she says. “But he noted that he wished I had taken the initiative and actively requested the opportunity. Since then, I have made a point to push myself beyond my comfort
zone and actively seek new opportunities to develop new skills.”

ophie Zavaglia will always remember the best career advice she ever received.
While a student in law school, she interned with attorneys Mark Kodner and John Ammann. Both stressed the
importance of honesty and not being tricky.
“Always be honest, even in little things and especially
when it’s hard,” she says. “Integrity is our most valuable currency as attorneys.”
A combination of a love of debate and recognizing the power of advocacy inspired Zavaglia to get involved in the legal profession. In high school and college, she did mock trial.
She loved the challenge of constructing a case and narrative around the fact patterns that
were given.
When she saw the positive impact that lawyers like Ralph Nader have on society, she
wanted to go into law to help make people’s lives better.
Zavaglia advises young lawyers to have a positive attitude.
“The practice of law is basically customer service with your client and your co-workers as
the primary customers,” she says. “So, have a good attitude, exercise humility, outwork your
peers and remember that your law license is a privilege.”
If you hadn’t become a lawyer, what profession would you have chosen?

What is something about you that would surprise people?

Likely a job in government affairs or public policy.

I used to act in community theater, including playing Scout in “To Kill a Mockingbird.”

What is something about you that would surprise people?

What is your biggest accomplishment this year?
Maintaining a successful practice and dedication to my clients, while also balancing the
challenges of the past year and a half. I had a pandemic baby (who is now a pandemic
toddler), so it has been a challenge navigating how to be a new parent while practicing law
in the complexity of the pandemic. I am proud of how I have navigated this time period with
a (mostly) positive attitude.
— Laura Warfel

I cry every time I watch the movie “Rocky.” Every time. And I feel like that probably says a
lot about me and my outlook on life.
— Laura Warfel
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Save the Date!
Thursday, October 21, 2021
The Women’s Justice Awards recognize women across Missouri who have demonstrated leadership, integrity, service,
sacriﬁce and accomplishment in improving the quality of justice and exemplifying the highest ideals of the legal
profession. The awards reach out to women in various segments of the legal community, including the bar, the bench,
public oﬀice, business, academia, nonproﬁts and the state at large.
Presenting Sponsor

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH,
THE TOUGH...
GET

GET

CREATIVE

SMART

GET

ACT

BOLD

FAST

And they partner with a trusted resource that’s kept them
connected to their community year after year.
A partner who is able to pivot with new ways to help its customers
and readers, while maintaining an established and reliable reputation
for delivering content to readers. While it is true you can’t reach your
customers as you have in the past, we offer you solutions to reach
them wherever they may be. After all, we’re in this together and, most
importantly, we are committed to your success.
As such, we have expanded our services to better meet your needs. Our
teams are eager to listen and help with your individual business concerns.
Our products include:
• Print and Website with all-eyeson content
• enewsletters and e-blasts to an
engaged e-audience

• Podcasts and Webinars
• Thriving Social Media Channels
• SEO/SEM Management

A wise old adage says, “When times are good, you should advertise. When times are bad
you MUST advertise.” Let us help you maintain your share of voice during these times. But
more importantly, let us help you grow your share of market.

Contact Us Today!
John Aguirre
314.558.3257
jaguirre@molawyersmedia.com
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WE HELP LAWYERS
BUILD A BETTER
PRACTICE WITH
MALPRACTICE
INSURANCE
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Did you know: In the state of Missouri, 97% of
malpractice losses occurred among attorneys
with more than 10 years of practice.1
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Are you covered?

Lawyers’ Professional Liability Insurance • Court Bonds • Risk Management • Cyber Liability
Practice Management • Workers’ Compensation • Lawyers’ Business Owner’s Policy • Group Term Life Insurance for The Missouri Bar**

*Available to Missouri Bar Members
1.

Missouri Department of Insurance, 2020 Missouri Legal Malpractice Insurance Report, Statistics Section.

